
Sonic toothbrush with app, tips set, travel case and toothbr Ref: 6973734200852
Sonic toothbrush with app, tips set, travel case and toothbrush holder S3 (navy blue)

Sonic toothbrush with app, tips set, travel case and toothbrush holder S3 (navy blue) 
Try a sonic toothbrush that removes up to 7 times more debris from your mouth compared to a traditional  toothbrush. The Bitvae S3
offers  5  different  cleaning  modes  and  3  intensity  levels  (up  to  9  with  the  app),  so  you're  sure  to  choose  your  favorite.  The  pressure
indicator will help you avoid damaging your gums. The toothbrush also has a high IPX7 protection rating, and a single charge lasts up to
six months of  use! It  is  worth noting that it  is  recommended by the American Dental  Association.  With a dedicated app,  you will  gain
even more possibilities! Check out which ones! The set includes 4 interchangeable tips and an elegant case.
 
Best results in removing impurities
The  S3  sonic  toothbrush  is  equipped  with  an  advanced  motor  that  generates  as  many  as  40,000  vibrations  per  minute.  The  tip  with
DuPont  bristles  perfectly  adapts  to  the  shape  of  your  teeth,  effectively  removing  bacterial  plaque  and  protecting  your  gums  from
damage! Comparing it to a traditional toothbrush, the S3 makes your teeth up to 7 times cleaner than before! Now you can enjoy the
feeling of perfect freshness!
 
Match the cleaning mode to your needs
The S3 offers up to 5 different modes, providing you with the perfect choice. If you want to get rid of stubborn coffee, wine or cigarette
stains and brighten your smile, choose White mode. For daily care, Clean mode is ideal.  Are your teeth sensitive or do you have gum
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problems? Sensitive mode provides a gentle cleaning of your mouth and a soothing massage for your gums. There is also a Tongue mode
for you to clean your tongue comfortably. Choose the mode that best meets your needs!
 
Smart timer for a perfect smile
Bitvae S3 is a practical device that will  make taking care of a clean and healthy smile easier than ever before. With the Smart Timer,
you'll get a gentle reminder every 30 seconds to change your brushing area. After a full 2 minutes, the toothbrush will automatically turn
off! That's exactly the amount of time you need to achieve that perfect fresh feeling!
 
Expand your options with a dedicated app!
Now you can do more! The dedicated iSpruz app will help you take professional care of your teeth! It works with iOS and Android, and it
will help you learn more about your oral health. How it works. The app monitors your habits, so it can customize a cleaning plan suitable
for your chosen routine. On your phone, you can easily check which areas of your mouth are worth brushing more thoroughly! Taking
care of your oral hygiene has never been easier! In addition, the app will allow you to check the battery charge status. You can connect
several Bitvae toothbrushes to the app!
 
Long runtime for complete convenience
Our product uses a powerful lithium-ion battery with a capacity of 2600 mAh, which provides up to 180 days of work for the toothbrush.
Thanks  to  this,  you  can  take  it  with  you  on  the  go  without  worrying  about  the  need  for  frequent  charging.  However,  if  you  need  to
replenish the power, the handy cable included in the kit will make this task easier. It only takes 4 hours to replenish the energy of the
toothbrush and enjoy long-lasting use!
 
Additional accessories
In the set you will find useful accessories with which you will comprehensively take care of your teeth. 4 interchangeable tips, tip covers,
a  convenient  toothbrush  holder  and  a  travel  case.  Take  your  S3  with  you  wherever  you  need  it  and  enjoy  the  feeling  of  exceptional
freshness!
 
Waterproof
S3 is this exceptional device with IPX7 protection. You can freely use it  both in the bathtub and in the shower without worrying about
damaging it. Enjoy effective performance and fantastic durability that will keep your teeth perfectly clean and well-groomed!
 
Included
Sonic toothbrush
Case
USB cable
Holder
Replacement tips x 4
Tip covers x 4
User manual
Product Name:
Smart S3 Electric Toothbrush
Model:
S3
Rated Power:
2W
Waterproof Rating:
IPX7
Type of Charging:
Type-C Direct Current
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Battery:
Li-on 18650, 2600mAh, 3.7V
Input Voltage:
5V 1A
Operation time.
up to 180 days
Charging time.
4h
Motor speed:.
40 000 rpm
Number of modes:.
5
 

Price:

€ 37.99

Health & Beauty, Sonic toothbrush
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